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Abstract. We introduce a family of partial stable model semantics for
logic programs with arbitrary aggregate relations. The semantics are
parametrized by the interpretation of aggregate relations in three-valued
logic. Any semantics in this family satisfies two important properties: (i)
it extends the partial stable semantics for normal logic programs and (ii)
total stable models are always minimal. We also give a specific instance
of the semantics and show that it has several attractive features.

1 Introduction

Aggregates are an important concept for natural modeling of many problems.
Existing work already covers a large class of aggregate programs, like monotone
[13, 15] and stratified [1, 13] ones. There are, however, programs which involve
recursion over non-monotone aggregation and do not fall in any of these classes.
An example is the Party Invitation problem (Example 1). The development of a
uniform semantics of non-monotone aggregation is also important in the context
of the Answer Set Programming paradigm where logic programming under the
stable model semantics is used as a knowledge representation language.

In this paper we define partial stable models for logic programs with arbitrary
aggregate relations. We point out that the well-founded model and the total
stable models are special types of partial stable models. Thus, our definition
also covers these two semantics.

The foundation of this work is the algebraic theory of approximating operat-
ors developed by Denecker, Marek, and Truszczyński [3, 4]. The theory studies
approximations of the fixpoints of non-monotone lattice operators O : L → L.
With any such operator O, it associates a family of approximating operators
A : L2 → L2 on the product lattice L2. Every operator A determines a set of
partial stable fixpoints. In logic programming we are interested in approximating
the fixpoints of the TP operator. One possible approximating operator of TP is
the standard four-valued immediate consequence operator ΦP [7]. The partial
stable fixpoints of ΦP , as defined by Approximation Theory [3], correspond with
partial stable models as defined by Przymusinski [14] and Fitting [7]. Recently,
Denecker et al. [4] have investigated the semantics determined by another ap-
proximating operator of TP — the ultimate approximating operator UP . This



is the most precise approximating operator of TP . Consequently, it has a more
precise well-founded fixpoint and a larger number of total stable fixpoints than
any other approximating operator of TP .

To define partial stable model semantics for aggregate programs we have to
define an approximating operator of the two-valued immediate consequence op-
erator T

aggr
P for aggregate programs. In [5], we studied the semantics defined by

the ultimate approximating operator U
aggr
P of T

aggr
P . For logic programs without

aggregates the U
aggr
P operator is the same as the UP operator. We showed that

the ultimate well-founded and ultimate stable semantics correctly model the
intended meaning of many typical aggregate programs.

One concern with the ultimate semantics is that for logic programs without
aggregates it does not coincide with the standard well-founded and stable se-
mantics [4]. Another concern is the higher computational complexity — it goes
one level higher in the polynomial hierarchy than the complexity of the standard
semantics [4]. In this paper we define an alternative approximating operator of
T

aggr
P . Our goal is to extend the standard partial stable semantics of normal logic

programs [14]. We achieve this by extending the standard approximating oper-
ator ΦP to an approximating operator Φ

aggr
P for logic programs with aggregates.

Because the partial stable semantics for logic programs, and in particular the
well-founded and total stable models, are widely accepted semantics we argue
that extending these semantics is an important feature of our work.

One of the contributions of the paper is giving precise relationship between
our semantics and most of the previous proposals for stable model semantics
for aggregate programs. This includes the stable semantics of weight constraint
rules [16] used by the smodels system, the stable semantics of Kemp and Stuckey
[11] which is also used by A-Prolog [8] and the dlv system [2], and our previous
work on the ultimate semantics of aggregate programs [5].

The structure of the paper is as follows. We start by defining the syntax and
semantics of aggregate programs (Section 2). In Section 3 we give the definition
of partial stable models. In Section 4 we study the relationship between our
semantics and other proposals. Finally, we give some comments on current and
future work (Section 5).

2 Logic Programs with Aggregates

In our work on the ultimate semantics of aggregate programs [5], an aggregate
relation is an arbitrary 2-nd order predicate. In this work we use a more restricted
and more conventional notion of an aggregate as a function or relation on finite
multisets. A multiset (also called a bag) is similar to a set except that an object
can occur multiple times. The most general definition of a multiset M on a
domain D is a mapping M : D → Card where Card is the class of cardinal
numbers. For every element x ∈ D, M(x) gives the multiplicity of x. In this
work we consider only finite multisets. First, we define a multiset with finite
multiplicity as a function M : D → IN where IN is the set of natural numbers. A
finite multiset is a multiset with finite multiplicity such that M(x) > 0 only for



a finite number of elements. We denote the set of all finite multisets on D with
M(D). The subset relation between multisets is defined as follows: M1 ⊆M2 if
and only if M1(x) ≤ M2(x) for all x ∈ D. The additive union M = M1 ⊎M2 of
M1 and M2 is defined as M(x) = M1(x) + M2(x) for all x ∈ D. The multiset
difference M = M1 −M2 of M1 and M2 is defined as M(x) = M1(x)−M2(x) if
M1(x) ≥M2(x) and M(x) = 0 otherwise. We denote the empty multiset with ∅.
For the rest of the paper by multiset we mean a finite multiset.

An aggregate function is any function f : M(D1) → D2. Examples of ag-
gregate functions are card : M(D) → IN for any set D returning the number
of elements in the multiset and sum : M(IR) → IR returning the sum of the
elements in the multiset. Both functions are well-defined because we consider
only finite multisets. For simplicity of the presentation we assume that the input
multiset D1 and the domain of the result D2 of aggregate functions are equal.

Some aggregate functions are not well-defined on all multisets. One example
is taking the average of the empty set. One way to model for such behavior is to
allow aggregate functions to be partial. However, a more general solution is to
consider not only aggregate functions but also aggregate relations. An aggregate
relation on D is any relation r ⊆M(D)×D. Under this view, an aggregate can
also return a set of elements.

One advantage of representing aggregates as relations is that we can obtain
new aggregate relations by composition of an existing aggregate with another
relation. Let r be an aggregate relation on D and P ⊆ D×D a binary relation on
D. The composition of r and P , denoted as rP , is an aggregate relation defined
as follows: (M, d) ∈ rP if and only if there exists a ∈ D such that (M, a) ∈ r

and (a, d) ∈ P . Typically, the binary relation P is some partial order relation on
the domain D. For example, the sum≥ aggregate relation means that the sum
of the elements in the multiset is greater than or equal to the second argument.

Monotonicity and anti-monotonicity of aggregate relations is defined with
respect to the input multiset.

Definition 1. Let r be an aggregate relation on D. We say that r is:

– monotone if (M1, d) ∈ r and M1 ⊆M2 implies (M2, d) ∈ r;
– anti-monotone if (M2, d) ∈ r and M1 ⊆M2 implies (M1, d) ∈ r.

2.1 Set Expressions, Aggregate Atoms, and Aggregate Programs

Aggregate programs are built over a set of propositional atoms At and a domain
D. A literal is an atom a (positive literal) or the negation of an atom not a

(negative literal). The complement L of a literal L is defined as L = not a if
L = a and L = a if L = not a.

A weight literal is an expression L = w where L is a literal and w ∈ D is
a weight associated with L. A set expression is a finite set of weight literals.
Syntactically, we denote a set expression as {L1 = w1, . . . , Ln = wn}. For a set
expression s, w(s) denotes the multiset consisting of the weights of all weight
literals in s.



An aggregate atom has the form r(s, d) where r is an aggregate relation, s

is a set expression, and d ∈ D. An example of an aggregate atom is sum≥({a =
1, b = 2}, 2). It is true in an interpretation I if the aggregate relation is true for
the multiset consisting of the weights of the literals true in I, i.e. if the sum of
those weights is greater than or equal to 2.

A rule has the form A← B1 ∧ . . . ∧Bn where A is an atom called the head
of the rule and every Bi is a literal or an aggregate atom. An aggregate program
is a (possibly infinite) set of rules. A program without aggregate atoms is called
normal logic program.

Definition 2. A positive (negative) aggregate atom is an aggregate atom r(s, d)
such that either r is a monotone aggregate relation and s contains only positive
(negative) weight literals, or r is an anti-monotone aggregate relation and s

contains only negative (positive) weight literals.
A definite aggregate program is a program which contains only positive lit-

erals and positive aggregate atoms.

Satisfiability of positive aggregate atoms is monotone and satisfiability of
negative aggregate atoms is anti-monotone. If all aggregate atoms fall in one of
the two classes then one can easily define semantics which treats aggregate atoms
as positive and negative literals respectively. There are, however, aggregate atoms
whose satisfiability is neither monotone nor anti-monotone. This fact requires a
more elaborate treatment of aggregate atoms.

To illustrate the syntax of aggregate programs we give one version of the
party invitation problem [17, Example 6.3]. This is an interesting example be-
cause it involves recursion over non-monotone aggregate relations and cannot be
handled by some of the previous work on aggregates, e.g. stratified aggregation
by Mumick et al. [13] or monotonic aggregation by Ross and Sagiv [15].

Example 1 (Party Invitation). A set of people S are invited to a party. Every
person p has a set of compatibility measures wpq with some other people. This
measure can be both positive and negative. In the latter case this expresses the
fact that p dislikes q. A person p will accept the invitation if the sum of the
compatibilities with all other people who accept the invitation is greater than
or equal than some threshold kp. For every person p we have a rule

ap ← sum≥({aq1
= wpq1

, . . . , aqm
= wpqm

}, kp).

where q1, . . . , qm are all persons with whom p has a non-zero compatibility meas-
ure, i.e. wpqi

6= 0 for all i = 1, . . . , m.
Consider a situation where a person a will accept the invitation if and only if

b does and b will accept if and only if a does not. The precise input is as follows:

S = {a, b} wab = 1 ka = 1

wba = −1 kb = 0

and the program is:

a← sum≥({b = 1}, 1).

b← sum≥({a = −1}, 0).



An interpretation for an aggregate program P is defined as the set of atoms
which are assigned the value true. The set of all interpretations is denoted with I.
It forms a complete lattice under the standard set inclusion order⊆. Satisfiability
of a literal L by an interpretation I is defined in the usual way and denoted with
I |= L.

For a set expression s and an interpretation I we denote with sI the subset
expression of s which contains only the literals which are true in I that is sI =
{L = w ∈ s | I |= L}. We now define an evaluation function for set expressions
as [[s]]I = w(sI) that is the multiset of weights of all literals in s which are
true in I. Satisfiability of an aggregate atom r(s, d) is defined as: I |= r(s, d)
if and only if ([[s]]I , d) ∈ r. For example, {b} |= sum≥({a = 1, b = 2}, 2) while
{a} 6|= sum≥({a = 1, b = 2}, 2).

With every logic program with aggregates P we can associate an immediate
consequence operator T

aggr
P in an obvious way.

Definition 3. T
aggr
P (I) = {A | A← B ∈ P and I |= B}

Proposition 1. If P is a definite aggregate program then T
aggr
P is monotone.

3 Partial Stable Models

3.1 Approximation Theory

We now present the necessary background on Approximation Theory. The the-
ory was first developed for bilattices (which, in logic programming, correspond
to four-valued logic and four-valued interpretations) [3]. In a later work [4] the
authors have shown that consistent (three-valued) stable fixpoints depend en-
tirely on the restriction of approximating operators to consistent approximations
(three-valued interpretations). The present work is based on this second version
of approximation theory which we present below. The reason for this is that it
was not clear to us how to define satisfiability of aggregate atoms in four-valued
logic while this is possible to do in three-valued logic.

The basic concept in approximation theory is that of an approximation of
the elements of a lattice 〈L,≤〉 by pairs (x, y). If x ≤ y then we call the pair
(x, y) consistent and if x = y then we call the pair exact. We denote the set
of all consistent pairs on L with Lc. We call the elements in the set Lc partial
elements. For example if L is a set of interpretations then the elements of Lc are
called partial interpretations. The partial order relation ≤ on L can be extended
in two ways to partial orders on Lc:

truth order: (x, y) ≤t (x1, y1) if and only if x ≤ x1 and y ≤ y1

precision order: (x, y) ≤p (x1, y1) if and only if x ≤ x1 and y1 ≤ y

A consistent pair (x, y) can be seen as an approximation of all elements in the
interval [x, y] = {z ∈ L | x ≤ z ≤ y} which is always non-empty. In this sense,
the precision order ≤p corresponds to the precision of the approximation, that



is (x, y) ≤p (x1, y1) if and only if [x, y] ⊇ [x1, y1]. Exact pairs (x, x) approximate
a single element x and represent the embedding of L in Lc.

Consider the lattice T WO = {f , t} of classical truth values ordered as f < t.
We denote the set of consistent elements T WOc of T WO with T HREE . The
exact pairs (f , f) and (t, t) are the embedding of the classical truth values f
and t respectively and are maximal in the precision order. Only the pair (f , t)
approximates more than one truth value, namely the set {f , t}, and corresponds
to the value of undefined, denoted with u. The truth order ≤t is used to define
conjunction and disjunction in T HREE which are interpreted as greatest lower
bound ∧t and least upper bound ∨t respectively. Negation in T HREE is defined
as ¬(x, y) = (¬y,¬x). In particular, ¬f = t, ¬t = f , and ¬u = u. This inter-
pretation of the connectives ¬, ∧, and ∨ is the same as the one given by Kleene’s
strong three-valued logic.

We briefly recall the definition of partial stable operator, the definition of
different classes of stable fixpoints, and some basic properties, following [4].

Definition 4 (Partial Approximating Operator). Let O : L → L be an
operator on a complete lattice L. We say that A : Lc → Lc is a partial approx-
imating operator of O if the following conditions are satisfied:

– A extends O, i.e. A(x, x) = (O(x), O(x)) for every x ∈ L;
– A is ≤p-monotone.

Because A is a ≤p-monotone operator on a complete semilattice it has a least
fixpoint called the Kripke-Kleene fixpoint of A.

We denote the projection of an approximating operator A : Lc → Lc on
the first and second components with A1 and A2, i.e. if A(x, y) = (u, v) then
A1(x, y) = u and A2(x, y) = v. From the ≤p-monotonicity of A follows that A1

is monotone in the first argument and A2 is monotone in the second argument.
Recall that for a fixed element b ∈ L, the operator A1(·, b) is defined only

on the domain [⊥, b]. However, it is possible that for some element x ∈ [⊥, b],
A1(x, b) 6∈ [⊥, b]. Similarly, for a fixed element a ∈ L, the operator A2(a, ·) is
defined on the domain [a,⊤] but it is possible that for some element y ∈ [a,⊤],
A2(a, y) 6∈ [a,⊤]. Denecker et al. [4] showed that if (x, y) is a post-fixpoint of A,
i.e. (a, b) ≤p A(a, b) then the operators A1(·, b) and A2(a, ·) are well-defined on
the domains [⊥, b] and [a,⊤] respectively. Such pairs (a, b) are called A-reliable.
Let Lr denote the set of A-reliable pairs. The partial stable operator S : Lr → Lc

is defined as follows:

S(a, b) = ( lfp(λx. A1|[⊥,b](x, b)),

lfp(λy. A2|[a,⊤](a, y)) ).

Fixpoints of S are called partial stable fixpoints of A. The set ST (A) of exact
stable fixpoints of A is defined as ST (A) = {x ∈ L | (x, x) is a fixpoint of S}. An
important property of exact stable fixpoints is that they are minimal fixpoints
of O. For such fixpoints it is possible to give a simpler characterization: x is
an exact stable fixpoint if and only if O(x) = x and lfp(A1(·, x)) = x. Finally,



the stable operator S is ≤p-monotone and has a least fixpoint, called the well-
founded fixpoint of A and denoted with WF (A). Moreover, this fixpoint can be
computed by transfinite iteration of S starting from the bottom element in the
≤p order which is (⊥,⊤).

The standard partial approximating operator of the TP operator is Fitting’s
three-valued ΦP operator [6]. The Kripke-Kleene fixpoint of ΦP is equal to the
Kripke-Kleene semantics of P [6]. Although partial stable models [14] are defined
in a very different way they do coincide with partial stable fixpoints of ΦP [3].
The definition of exact stable fixpoints is equivalent with the definition of stable
models by Gelfond and Lifschitz [9]. Let GL(P ; I) denote the Gelfond-Lifschitz
transformation of a program P with respect to an interpretation I. It is easy
to show that Φ1

P (I1, I2) = TGL(P ;I2)(I1). Thus lfp(Φ1
P (·, I)) is equal to the least

model of GL(P ; I). Consequently, I is an exact stable fixpoint of ΦP if and only
if I is a stable model of P . The computation of the well-founded fixpoint based
on the partial stable operator of ΦP is very similar to the bottom-up evaluation
technique based on the doubled program by Kemp, Srivastava, and Stuckey [10].

3.2 Partial Stable Models of Aggregate Programs

We are now ready to define our semantics. Our goal is to define a partial ap-
proximating operator Φ

aggr
P of T

aggr
P which, for programs without aggregates,

coincides with the ΦP operator. The first step is to extend the evaluation func-
tion [[s]]I of set expressions to partial interpretations as follows:

[[s]](I1,I2) = (w(sI1 ), w(sI2 )).

The result of [[s]](I1,I2)
is a partial multiset of the form (M1, M2), i.e. M1 and

M2 are multisets such that M1 ⊆ M2. For example, consider the partial inter-
pretation (I1, I2) = (∅, {p, q}) and the set expression s = {p = 1, q = 1}. Then
[[s]](I1,I2) = (∅, M) where M is a multiset containing two times 1 and no other

elements, i.e. M(1) = 2 and M(x) = 0 for all x 6= 1.

In three-valued logic, aggregates take partial multisets as input, so they have
to be interpreted as partial relations. Instead of providing immediately a defin-
ition of partial aggregates we first give the basic properties which such partial
aggregates have to satisfy such that the corresponding Φ

aggr
P operator will ap-

proximate T
aggr
P . Depending on the particular choice of partial aggregate rela-

tions we obtain different semantics.

Definition 5 (Approximating Aggregate). Let r ⊆ M(D) × D be an ag-
gregate relation. We say that the partial relation Ar :M(D)c×D → T HREE is
an approximating aggregate relation of r if it satisfies the following properties:

– Ar extends r, i.e. Ar((M, M), d) = (r(M, d),r(M, d));

– Ar is ≤p-monotone in the first argument, i.e. if (M1, M2) ≤p (N1, N2) then
Ar((M1, M2), d) ≤p Ar((N1, N2), d).



The next step is to define a valuation function for aggregate formulas in
three-valued logic. For convenience, we view a partial interpretation (I1, I2) as
a function Ĩ : At→ T HREE defined as Ĩ(a) = (I1(a), I2(a)).

Definition 6 (Partial valuation function).

HĨ(A) = Ĩ(A), for an atom A

HĨ(r(s, d)) = Ar([[s]]Ĩ , d), for an aggregate atom r(s, d) where Ar

is some approximating aggregate relation of r

HĨ(¬F ) = ¬HĨ(F )
HĨ(F ∧G) = HĨ(F ) ∧t HĨ(G)
HĨ(F ∨G) = HĨ(F ) ∨t HĨ(G)

Based on HĨ we define a three-valued immediate consequence operator Φ
aggr
P

for aggregate programs.

Definition 7. Φ
aggr
P (Ĩ) = J̃ where J̃(A) =

∨
t
{HĨ(B) | A← B ∈ P}.

For logic programs without aggregates the Φ
aggr
P operator coincides with the

Fitting’s ΦP operator [6] and the ΨP operator defined by Przymusinski [14].

Theorem 1. Φ
aggr
P is a partial approximating operator of T

aggr
P .

Partial stable models of programs with aggregates are defined as the partial
stable fixpoints of Φ

aggr
P .

We now give a concrete definition of the approximating aggregate relation
Ar for every aggregate relation r. We use the idea of ultimate approximations
[4]. In our previous work, we considered the ultimate approximating operator
of the entire TP operator [5] while here we consider the ultimate approximation
only of aggregate relations.

Definition 8. Let r ⊆ M(D) × D be an aggregate relation. The ultimate ap-
proximating aggregate Ur :M(D)c ×D → T HREE of r is defined as follows:

((M1, M2), d) ∈ U1
r

if and only if ∀M ∈ [M1, M2] : (M, d) ∈ r

((M1, M2), d) ∈ U2
r

if and only if ∃M ∈ [M1, M2] : (M, d) ∈ r

Proposition 2. Ur is a approximating aggregate relation of r.

The ultimate approximating aggregate Ur is the most precise in the ≤p-order
among all possible approximating aggregate relations.

Proposition 3. Ar((M1, M2), d) ≤p Ur((M1, M2), d) for every approximating
aggregate relation Ar of r, partial multiset (M1, M2), and element d ∈ D.

For monotone aggregate relations the truth value can be computed directly
on the boundary multisets.



Proposition 4. Let r be a monotone aggregate relation. Then ((M1, M2), d) ∈
U1

r
if and only if (M1, d) ∈ r and ((M1, M2), d) ∈ U2

r
if and only if (M2, d) ∈ r.

Example 2. Reconsider the program and the input of the party invitation prob-
lem from Example 1. In the well-founded model of the program, both a and b

are undefined and there are no exact stable models. ⊓⊔

The semantics obtained by taking the ultimate approximating aggregate ex-
tends the semantics of definite aggregate programs given by the least fixpoint of
the T

aggr
P operator.

Proposition 5. A definite aggregate program P has a single partial stable model
which is two-valued and is equal to lfp(T aggr

P ).

4 Related Work

4.1 Ultimate Semantics of Aggregate Programs

In our earlier work on semantics of aggregates we studied the ultimate well-
founded and ultimate stable models obtained from the ultimate partial approx-
imating operator U

aggr
P [5]. Because the U

aggr
P is the most precise approximating

operator of T
aggr
P the Φ

aggr
P operator is less precise than U

aggr
P .

Proposition 6. Φ
aggr
P (Ĩ) ≤p U

aggr
P (Ĩ) for every partial interpretation Ĩ.

More precise operators have more precise well-founded models (fewer un-
defined atoms) and a larger number of exact stable models [4]. So, we have the
following relationship between the ultimate semantics of aggregate programs and
the semantics which we define in this paper.

Proposition 7. WF (Φaggr
P ) ≤p WF (Uaggr

P ) and ST (Φaggr
P ) ⊆ ST (Uaggr

P ).

For a large class of programs the two semantics will coincide. This is the case
if, for example, a program has a two-valued well-founded model.

4.2 Stable Models of Weight Constraint Rules

The discussion of the related work in this and next subsection is with respect to
the semantics obtained by interpreting aggregates with their ultimate approx-
imations.

A closely related work is the stable model semantics of weight constraint rules
defined by Simons, Niemelä, and Soininen [16] and implemented by the smodels
system. A weight constraint is an expression of the form l ≤ s ≤ u where s is a set
expression and l, u are numbers. The intended interpretation of such expression
is that the sum of the weights of the atoms satisfied by an interpretation has to
be between the lower bound l and the upper bound u. The mapping between
programs with weight constraints and aggregate programs is given by translating
a weight constraint l ≤ s ≤ u to the conjunction sum≥(s, l) ∧ sum≤(s, u).



Note that a weight constraint can also appear in a head of rule. Since our
language does not allow aggregate atoms in heads of rules we study the rela-
tionship only for the class of programs which have simple atoms in the heads of
rules. Under this restriction the two semantics coincide completely for programs
which contain only weight constraints with lower bounds.

Proposition 8. Stable models of a program with weight constraints without up-
per bounds coincide with exact stable models of aggregate programs.

The next example demonstrates that for weight constraints with an upper
bound the two semantics do not correspond in general.

Example 3. Consider the weight constraint program Pwc = {a ← {not a =
1} ≤ 0}. Intuitively, the rule expresses the fact that a is true if not a is false
or equivalently, a is true if a is true. The corresponding aggregate program
P = {a ← sum≤({not a = 1}, 0)} is definite according to Definition 2 and the
T

aggr
P operator is monotone. Its least fixpoint is the empty set which is also equal

to the well-founded and the single stable model. However, under the semantics
of weight constraints a rule with an upper bound is translated to a rule with a
lower bound by introducing an intermediate atom:

a← not b.

b← 1 ≤ {not a = 1}.

This program is equivalent to the program P ′ = {a← not b. b← not a.} which
has two stable models {a} and {b}. So the stable models of the original program
are {a} and ∅ which disagrees with the intuitive reading of the program. ⊓⊔

As the above example illustrates our semantics assigns a more intuitive mean-
ing to programs with weight constraints with upper bounds. In particular, the
exact stable models as defined in our approach are always minimal models of
the program, which is not the case in the smodels approach. If under our se-
mantics the transformation of weight constraints with upper bounds to weight
constraints with lower bounds as used by the smodels system preserves the set
of stable models then the two semantics are equivalent. The next proposition
gives sufficient conditions for that.

Proposition 9. If every negative weight literal in a weight constraint with upper
bound does not depend on the atom in the head of the corresponding rule then
the two semantics coincide.

We now give an alternative definition of a reduct of weight constraints which
makes the two semantics equivalent. A weight constraint of the form l ≤ s ≤ u is
first split in two constraints l ≤ s and s ≤ u. The next step is to normalize the two
weight constraints such that the first one contains only positive weights and the
second one only negative weights. This is done using an algebraic transformation
given in [16]. By switching the signs of a weight literal and the associated weight



and also updating the bounds we obtain an equivalent weight constraint. Let
swL=w be the transformation defined as follows:

swLi=wi
(l ≤{L1 = w1, . . . , Li = wi, . . . , Ln = wn} ≤ u) =

l − wi ≤{L1 = w1, . . . , Li = −wi, . . . , Ln = wn} ≤ u− wi.

For example swb=−2(3 ≤ {a = 5, b = −2} ≤ 5) = 5 ≤ {a = 5, not b = 2} ≤ 7.
The reduct CI of a weight constraint C with lower bound with respect to an

interpretation I is defined in exactly the same way as in [16]. The constraint C

is first normalized to a constraint C+ which contains only positive weights and
has the form:

C+ = l ≤ {a1 = wa1
, . . . , am = wam

, not b1 = wb1 , . . . , not bn = wbn
}.

The reduct CI of C is defined as

CI = l −
∑

bi 6∈I

wbi
≤ {a1 = wa1

, . . . , am = wam
}.

The reduct of a weight constraint C with upper bound is defined by first
normalizing C to a constraint C− which contains only negative weights and has
the form:

C− = {a1 = wa1
, . . . , am = wam

, not b1 = wb1 , . . . , not bn = wbn
} ≤ u.

The reduct CI of C is defined as

CI = {a1 = wa1
, . . . , am = wam

} ≤ u−
∑

bi 6∈I

wbi
.

The definition of a reduct of a program is the same as in [16].

Example 4. Reconsider the weight constraint program Pwc = {a ← {not a =
1} ≤ 0.} from Example 3. To obtain a reduct of the weight constraint C =
{not a = 1} ≤ 0 we first transform it to a normal form with only negative
weights: C− = swnot a=1(C) = {a = −1} ≤ −1. Because it does not contain
negative literals CI = C− for any interpretation I. So, the only stable model of
the program Pwc is the least fixpoint of the program {a← C−.} which is ∅. ⊓⊔

Proposition 10. Stable models of a program with weight constraints using the
definition of reduct above are equal with exact stable models of the corresponding
aggregate program.

4.3 Aggregate Atoms as Negative Literals

A line of research started by [11] and also used by the dlv system [2] and A-Prolog
[8] defines a reduct of an aggregate program by treating aggregate atoms as
negative literals. According to these definitions even definite aggregate programs
can have non-minimal stable models [11].



Example 5. Consider the following aggregate program:

a← card≥({a = 1}, 1).

According to the stable semantics of [2, 8, 11] it has two stable models: ∅ and
{a}. On the other hand under our semantics (as well as the semantics of weight
constraints) it has a single stable model ∅. Note also that this is a definite
aggregate program with monotone T

aggr
P operator with a least fixpoint ∅. ⊓⊔

We can establish a correspondence between the two semantics for aggregate
programs which contain only negative aggregate atoms.

Proposition 11. If an aggregate program P contains only negative aggregate
atoms then exact stable models of P coincide with stable models of [2, 8, 11].

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We introduced a framework for defining partial stable semantics of programs
with arbitrary aggregate relations. By providing an appropriate definition of ap-
proximating aggregate one obtains semantics which extends the standard partial
stable semantics for aggregate programs. Moreover, in contrast to some of the
previous proposals of stable semantics of aggregate programs [2, 8, 11, 16], the
resulting semantics retains some of the important properties. In particular, two-
valued stable models are always minimal models. We considered the semantics
obtained by taking the most precise approximating aggregate relation — the
ultimate approximating aggregate. This particular semantics has several advant-
ages: it is the most precise and it is defined for arbitrary aggregate relations; for
monotone aggregate relations it has a simpler and intuitive characterization.

In this paper we addressed only the first concern with the ultimate semantics
of aggregate programs [5], namely the fact the it does not extend the standard
partial stable semantics. The second concern was the higher computational com-
plexity of the ultimate semantics. Because our semantics extends the standard
semantics of logic programs it is interesting to see what impact adding aggregates
has on the complexity. Our preliminary results indicate that even for aggregates
which are polynomial time computable the complexity of the different semantics
goes one level higher in the polynomial hierarchy. In particular, this is the case
for the sum and prod aggregate functions. However, for certain aggregates, for
example card, min, max, sum≤, and sum≥, we have shown that the complexity
stays in the same class as for standard logic programs.

Our language does not allow aggregates in the heads of rules. We think
that this is not a serious limitation because such programs can be translated to
programs without aggregates in the heads by introducing additional atoms [12].

For simplicity of the presentation, we defined the semantics for a proposi-
tional language and set expressions of finite size. It can be easily extended to
programs with variables by considering a suitable grounding of the program. The
notions of aggregate relations and aggregate atoms remain exactly the same. We



only need to define set expressions with variables as done by other extensions
of logic programs with aggregates [1, 5, 8, 16]. It is possible that an intensionally
defined multiset has an infinite size. Although many aggregate functions are not
well defined for all infinite multisets, this is not a real problem because in our
framework a partial aggregate function is represented as an aggregate relation.
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